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 Perspectives of a Contemporary Critical Realist
 An Interview with Don Martindale

 Raj P. Mohan
 Auburn University

 Auburn, Alabama, USA

 In June of 1982, a visit was paid to Dr. Don Martindale and his wife, Edith, at their home
 on Lake Owasso in one of the suburbs of the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
 Minnesota. I had long been curious about the personality of one of the major translators of
 Max Weber, a prominent student of social theory and the history of social thought, one of
 the most influential advisors in American sociology since World War II (with 76 Ph.D. 's to
 his credit), and an original theorist in his own right.

 I found him and his wife to be gentle, unassuming, friendly people, living in a small
 woods consisting of trees they planted themselves on a lake that had once been part of a
 former course of the Mississippi River. They were living in a rustic redwood house that
 they had designed and, in part, built themselves. They were in love with the birds and other
 forms of wildlife: there were occupied wood-duck nesting boxes in the trees; herons,
 egrets, and bitterns were in evidence in the cattail swamp; bird feeders were patronized by
 jays, cardinals, chickadees, and nuthatches; mallards and wood ducks grazed on the banks
 of a little bay; male pheasants asserted territorial claims; and at night raccoons came calling
 at the kitchen door for scraps.

 I had many questions to put to Dr. Martindale about his background, his teachers, his
 relations with Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills, and other matters. The following transcrip-
 tion was made on June 7, 1982.

 * * *

 Mohan: Let me begin by asking you how you became interested in sociology.
 Martindale : I was reared in a small town in northern Wisconsin of poor, but hardwork-
 ing parents. My father had only been to the sixth grade, my mother to the eighth, but they
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 were determined that their children get high school educations. I never dreamed that I
 would ever go on to college.
 My real education began after high school, while working in a box factory and lumber
 mill in Upper Michigan and helping support the family- I was the oldest of nine children. I
 was spending every moment of free time reading books from the local library. Two areas
 dominated my interests in those years, theoretical physics and the classical humanities.
 Interest in theoretical physics came first. But once I had read and reread every book
 available on theoretical physics until I virtually knew them by heart, I stumbled on the
 classical Greek dramas in search of something new.
 When three years after high school I left the factory to attend the University of Wisconsin
 at Madison, I was still immersed in Antiquity and even trying to learn Latin and Greek on
 my own. It was the most natural thing in the world to enroll in classical humanities as my
 first college major. However, after two years of this, I realized that although, like
 theoretical physics, classical humanities would remain a lifelong interest, I found myself
 also growing interested in the development of thought after Antiquity. I shifted majors to
 philosophy- earning the B.A. and M.A. in that area. But all the while, my interest in
 science and in the empirical world continued to develop. Some philosophers have a way of
 becoming so wrapped up in the world of thought that they seem to forget that there is a real
 world out there.

 Mohan: You mention your continuing interest in science. Do you mean in theoretical
 physics?

 Martindale: Yes. But also the empirical world in general. I found myself wanting to go
 beyond the concern with the development of ideas typical of many philosophers, to the
 social context out of which the ideas came. Because of this I chose sociology and
 anthropology as my minor in my work for the M.A. in philosophy. And by the time I earned
 the M.A. , I had begun to explore the possibility of turning my major and minor inside out,
 making the social sciences into my primary interest. This led me, in 1941, to change my
 major to sociology and to make a major effort to complete the Ph.D. in sociology before I
 got involved in World War II- for by this time the United States was at war with Japan and
 Germany and I never had the slightest doubt that I would be drafted for war service.

 Mohan: You have translated more of the works by Max Weber into English than did
 Talcott Parsons. How did you get interested in Weber?

 Martindale : I got interested in Weber in some measure because of a refugee scholar who
 joined the sociology department in 1940. Hans Gerth, who years later became my advisor,
 never allowed a day to pass without reference to Weber. However, even before Gerth turned
 up, I was acquainted with Weber's The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism , a
 fascinating work to anyone interested in the interrelations between ideas and social
 contexts. I found myself dipping more deeply into Weber as a result of Gerth 's influence
 than ever before, even while I was still in philosophy. Weber, I discovered, had written an
 essay on the city which was better than anything else I had ever read on the subject. In
 Weber's writing was a fascinating study of the rational and social foundations of music.
 Above all, I discovered that Weber had made major sociohistorical studies of the great
 world religions: ancient Judaism, Confucianism and Taoism, Hinduism and Buddhism. By
 the time I entered the army in June of 1942, I had decided that someday I would pursue
 Weber further.

 Mohan : Is that how you came to undertake the translations?
 Martindale: In part. After four years in the army, my language skills had grown rusty.

 After my return to my studies in 1946, to sharpen them, I began routinely to translate things
 I was interested in both in French and German. I worked a little every day and in order to
 have a detailed check on the accuracy of my work, I wrote out my translations. And in view
 of my long-standing interest in Max Weber, his work was an automatic candidate for such
 exercises. At the rate of four to five pages a day, in short order I had accumulated rough
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 translations of the whole of the India volume and about one-third of the Judaism volume. At

 the time, I did not have the slightest intention of translating for publication.
 One day, when Gerth had stopped by the apartment, quite incidentally, it occurred to me

 to ask whether he would be willing to check my translations for accuracy. Unexpectedly, he
 was surprised at what I was doing- in fact, he was stunned. That very evening he wrote to
 the Free Press to obtain a contract for our joint translation of the India and Judaism
 volumes.

 It was more or less by accident that I unexpectedly found myself in the translation
 business. I completed Ancient Judaism and The Religions of India with Gerth. The City and
 The Rational and Social Foundations of Music were completed in collaboration with other
 scholars as a result of the momentum that had built up.

 Mohan: How would you sum up Gerth 's influence on you and on your sociology?
 Martindale : Gerth was not my original Ph.D. advisor. I drifted into Gerth 's classes in the

 early 1940 's at a time when I was still working on my M.A. in philosophy and chose
 sociology as a minor. He was an extraordinary lecturer and one of the reasons why I
 considered changing majors to sociology. At the time, however, the big man in social theory
 at Wisconsin was Howard P. Becker, who was also interested in German sociology. Becker
 was more responsible for my change of fields than Gerth.

 Mohan : Becker was of German ancestry?
 Martindale : Becker was of joint German-Scottish ancestry- his father was German and

 his mother Scottish. Before the war I chose Becker as an advisor as, incidentally, also did C.
 Wright Mills. When I returned from the army in 1946 to wind up my Ph.D. , I picked up ties
 with Becker. I passed my preliminary examinations and in the fall of 1946 took a teaching
 position upstate on the University of Wisconsin Extension Division's Rice Lake-New
 Richmond Circuit.

 After one semester I was called in by the Madison department to teach Howard Becker's
 courses during his absence- it seemed that he had accepted a call to serve as chief of higher
 education in the American occupied zone of West Germany. At the time I was still trying to
 complete a Ph.D. dissertation with Becker. However, this was proving to be most frustrat-
 ing for he was off campus- rumor had it, perhaps permanently- and he was too busy with
 duties on the staff of the occupation administration to respond regularly to correspondence.
 I finally secured permission from the department chairman to shift my adviseeship to
 Gerth.

 It was only late in 1947 that Gerth became my Ph.D. advisor. By that time my basic point
 of view had long since begun to gel. Gerth was always more of a senior colleague who
 shared a similar point of view than a mentor. We were more comrades-in-arms than teacher-
 student.

 Mohan : What do you think of Pitirim A. Sorokin? You are now in the same department
 where he served some 50 years ago.

 Martindale : I first discovered Sorokin while still in the philosophy department at
 Madison in the 1930's. It was in 1937-1941 when his four-volume Social and Cultural
 Dynamics appeared. It was a major event in the social sciences and I read them at the time. I
 was impressed by the sweep of his scholarship. He was self-evidently a social theorist
 worthy of intensive study.

 Mohan : Didn't his book Contemporary Sociological Theories come out in the 1930's
 when he was at Minnesota?

 Martindale: I think Contemporary Sociological Theories , which was the best book on
 sociological theory in the pre- World War II period, came out in 1928. It was written during
 the six years he was at Minnesota. I discovered the book while I was still in philosophy- I
 do not recall the circumstances now, but I think it was a result of having read Social and
 Cultural Dynamics.

 Mohan : What do you think of Talcott Parsons and his contributions?
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 Martindale : In some quarters I have a reputation as an opponent of Parsons, possibly
 because, on occasion, I have taken Parsons' position as a starting point in formulating my
 own. This was not an act of disrespect. Now that Parsons is no longer with us and we see
 him in perspective, there is a tendency to see him as one of the last- along with Sorokin- of
 the old-time sociologists. Parsons has been denounced many times. C. Wright Mills's
 position on Parsons was typical. He took Parsons' formulations as exemplifying a despised
 kind of global or grand theory that was largely empty conservative ideology. But every
 theory tends to be extended to the limits of its utility- and thus to become in a sense global.
 If nothing else, Parsons is important in illustrating the value of exploring explanations to the
 full limits of their applicability. He was a needed antidote to over specialization, though he
 ran the risk of overgeneralization.
 Mohan : Then you believe that the more comprehensive the theory, the better it is?
 Martindale : Yes. The more powerful the theory, the more it explains. And it is healthy to
 extend ideas to the limits of their utility.
 Mohan : What do you think of Robert Merton's contributions?
 Martindale : Merton and Parsons are generally viewed as the founders of structure-
 functionalism. Their comparative role in this deserves more study. Merton, who studied
 with Parsons at Harvard and then, later, acquired the reputation at Columbia of being with
 Parsons one of the giants of structure-functionalism, has almost always made his formula-
 tions somewhat before Parsons. Merton has been the innovator, the advance scout; Parsons
 has been the great systematizer of the theory. Merton has been an essayist; Parsons, the
 compiler of systematic treatises. The volumes for which Merton is best known are
 collections of essays which have been many times revised and reissued. Merton and
 Parsons are to structure-functionalism what Pierre Abélard and Thomas Aquinas were to
 Thomism or scholasticism.

 Mohan: Then you believe that Social Theory and Social Structure is Merton's magnum
 opusl

 Martindale : To most persons, that is Merton's most important book. However, I some-
 times think that in the future Merton's most original contributions will be perceived as in the
 sociology of science. However, here, too, Merton is primarily an innovating essayist rather
 than a systematic theorist.

 Mohan: Were you and C. Wright Mills friends when you were graduate students in
 sociology at Wisconsin?

 Martindale : We were. Mills and I had come into sociology with almost identical
 backgrounds academically. Mills had majored in a similar combination of subjects. Starting
 in engineering, he had shifted to philosophy for the B.A. and M.A., transferring to
 sociology for the run at the Ph.D. Mills and I met as graduate students at Wisconsin at the
 same stage in our careers, tending to approach social theory from the same point of view.
 We took the same seminars and critiqued each other's papers. We often argued until two or
 three in the morning about problems that interested us.

 Mohan : What do you think is C. Wright Mills's most important contribution?
 Martindale : Mills's most important contribution was his dramatization of the critique of

 social and economic power by the left pragmatists of the 1930's and 1940's. In philosophy,
 Mills had been trained in the pragmatic tradition of Peirce, Dewey, James, and Mead and
 was interested in the socialism of Norman Thomas. He was not interested in the Stalinist-

 Trotskyite discussions of the radical student groups at Wisconsin. At Wisconsin, Selig
 Perlman, a labor theorist in the tradition of the institutional economist and sociologist John
 R. Commons, was popular. The institutional economists had discovered Weber long before
 the sociologists did. Mills found the interests of Howard Becker in George H. Mead and of
 Gerth in Weber quite congenial.

 Mills was fascinated by power from the standpoint of an ambitious, talented young man
 who does not have it, but would like to, and who desires the things that come with power-
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 wealth, fame, and the favors of beautiful women.
 Mills did not contribute much in the way of new theories or the analysis of old theories.

 He did, however, develop provocative slogans in which the ideas of the left-wing
 pragmatists were given a social-critical edge. When I first knew him, he was interested in
 the new labor leaders made possible by the legislation of the 1930's. Mills's New Men of
 Power is a collective portrait of them. However, while the new labor leaders fascinated him
 as holders and wielders of power, he was not interested in the laborers. And he dropped this
 area of interest for a concern with developments in the middle and upper classes in the
 1950's. Along with New Men of Power, White Collar and The Power Elite are Mills's best
 books.

 Already by the 1950's the labor leaders- the new men of power of the 1930's and
 1940's- were becoming part of the establishment and Mills was losing interest in them. His
 complaint against members of the new middle classes was that they lacked all real power.
 He viewed the elite as a kind of conspiracy at the top of society, a clique determined to
 reserve all real benefits of society to itself.

 In all of this Mills was saying very little that was new, but he was phrasing it with
 considerable force. This quickly became apparent in the 1960's, after Mills's death, when
 the radicals of the counterculture took many of Mills's formulations as a starting point, but
 quickly moved beyond them. Though Mills was destined to become a patron saint of the
 new left, he did not live long enough to make a bid for leadership of the countercultural
 radicals.

 Without question, Mills was a brilliant student, but his interest in the intellectual life was
 primarily oriented to the success to be achieved by means of it. He was a young man in a
 hurry, without the time or patience for the time-consuming task of working up original ideas
 in the first place. His working philosophy seemed to be that the strong take it away from the
 weak and the smart take it away from the strong.

 Mohan: Are you saying that Mills helped himself to the ideas of others? Was he
 plagiarizing?

 Martindale : Doesn't everyone help himself to the ideas of others? Ideas cannot be
 owned. Most of our ideas come from communication with others, either verbal or written.
 The particular way ideas are packaged can be copyrighted and we cannot take over that
 particular arrangement without acknowledgement- without risk of being accused of pla-
 giarism. But it is easy to modify the presentation of an idea into a form that will make
 quotation marks and footnoting unnecessary, if that is what one wishes. Most of us quote
 directly and footnote to source, not because we could avoid it, but as a way of expressing
 gratitude to those from whom we have received much and as a way of establishing our
 places in the community of scholars. It is, perhaps, significant that Mills footnoted little. He
 was more interested in what he could grab for himself than in establishing his place in the
 scholarly community. Let me give you an example from our student days.

 As graduate students in Howard P. Becker's theory seminar, Mills and I often argued long
 into the night over problems that interested us. We had one long session over a type of
 problem of the kind the seminar was considering the night before the seminar. I did not
 know that Mills's presentation was due the next day, but to my astonishment he took over as
 the session began and without once acknowledging what he was doing, brazenly presented
 my entire argument as his own. I had an outraged sense of being used.

 After this I hesitated at entering into long discussions with Mills and found myself, for a
 time, listening closely to arguments he had in the seminar, with professors, and with other
 graduate students. It was a most revealing exercise. It made me acutely aware of the
 frequency with which ideas and arguments which Mills presented with so much self-
 assurance as his own came from others.

 Years later, when in White Collar Mills talked about intellectual types who package ideas
 and sell them with more authority than those who have invented them, I found myself
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 recalling this experience from our student days. Was this how he had interpreted our
 discussion the night before Becker's theory seminar long ago? Had it all been a put-on? Had
 he used me to develop and test ideas for seminar presentation, justifying it by packaging
 them with more authority than he thought I could?
 Even as a graduate student Mills was studying style models of the effective presentation
 of ideas. He was fascinated by Veblen's style and there are echoes of Veblen in Mills's
 writing from the beginning. In his seminars Mills shadowboxed with success models in the
 field. In contrast to his usual arrogance, he was quite humble about writing and style and
 prepared to accept help in achieving greater effectiveness from anyone.
 Mohan : Going back to your Wisconsin years as a student. We have talked about Gerth
 and his influence on you; which other professors would you single out from the Wisconsin
 years who had greatest influence on you?
 Martindale : Ironically, those professors at Wisconsin who most influenced me came
 from the campus at large, rather than my majors. Since I was completely self-supporting, I
 was anxious to get my money's worth. In those days a student's program was largely
 predetermined by required credits. An individual had only limited choice of "elective"
 credits. There was a tendency among most students to use their electives to take "snap"
 courses. I naively romanticized the university, agonized over my electives, and tried to use
 them to take those professors who were described as "making the whole game worth-
 while." I was hooked on the intellectual elite.

 As it turned out, these were the professors who had most influence on me. I took courses
 with Selig Perlman, who had the reputation for being the most brilliant student of John R.
 Commons. He was reputed to be the best labor theorist in the United States. His classes
 turned out to be an unforgettable adventure- like reading The Travels of Marco Polo.
 Similarly, I heard that George Clark Sellery, a historian and dean of the arts college, who
 taught one course every semester, was a "must." He was, indeed. I took his course as a
 junior. He was awe-inspiring and ran the quiz sections like a graduate seminar in which one
 had to read, work up a report, and be responsible in one session for one of the classic writers
 of the Middle Ages. Among other things, for my assignment, I read 17 of the 22 volumes of
 Thomas Aquinas 's Summa Theologica and wrote and presented the first 30-page paper in
 my life. Though that was more than 40 years ago, I can still visualize Sellery as if it were
 yesterday. I listened to lectures of the Wisconsin poet William Ellery Leonard, who was one
 of the best philologists in the Western World at the time. I took courses with visiting
 anthropologist Alexander Goldenweiser, who offered a penetrating picture of the richness
 of culture beyond anything I had dreamed.

 These were the scholars who most influenced my attitudes and perspectives. They put
 their brands on me. There were others of somewhat lesser influence: Gerth was the most

 brilliant conversationalist I ever met; Eliso Vivias, my advisor in philosophy, had a
 brooding intensity and Latin vivacity. They were good teachers, but not the very best.

 Mohan : You have written several books and one has been very successful, The Nature
 and Types of Sociological Theory , which you have recently revised. What kind of theory
 are you trying to develop in Nature and Types ?

 Martindale: Nature and Types is an analysis of the field of sociological theory. It is not a
 presentation of my own theoretical position. I have not, in the manner of princes,
 presidents, and kings, included myself among the eminent persons discussed.

 Nature and Types was originally the product of 10 years of self-education and did not, in
 the first place, start out as a project for a book. When I first became responsible for teaching
 theory upon taking over Howard P. Becker's courses at Wisconsin in the winter-spring
 semester of 1947, 1 knew that I would be teaching social theory for the rest of my life. I did
 not want any student in social theory at Wisconsin to feel cheated because he received social
 theory from me rather than from Howard P. Becker, who was on leave. And Wisconsin was
 a major department. I did not want any student at Wisconsin to feel cheated because he did
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 not have the good fortune to be receiving his theory from Znaniecki at Illinois, from Merton
 at Columbia, or from Sorokin or Parsons at Harvard. I set about to inform myself
 thoroughly about the state of the art.
 I looked at every theory book I could lay my hands on, every one, and first began to list

 systematically all the different approaches to theory, all the theorists identified, and how
 they were classified. I soon found that there were more than 84 different distinctions. I
 don't know how many there really were, because when I hit 84 1 simply quit. This was the
 wrong way to go about it. But I had made a number of discoveries, including the fact that the
 classifications were self-contradictory and overlapping: some theorists were classified in
 different ways; and some appeared whom nobody seemed to know where to place.
 Thorstein Veblen, for example, was said to be a great social theorist but nobody, it seemed,
 knew where to place him. Other theorists were strangely absent.
 I had done enough reading in the institutional economics and in the general history of

 thought by this time to know that John R. Commons, the institutional economist, was also
 in the 1920's considered a major sociologist. But Commons was not mentioned as a social
 theorist, even though before the Wisconsin sociology department separated from
 economics, Commons had been chairman. In fact, there had been some talk at the time as to
 whether Commons would stay in institutional economics or shift to sociology at the time of
 separation. And yet, in the various classifications of theory, a major man, a major
 sociological theorist, was not being classified as a sociologist.
 By this time I realized that a major mapping operation had to be undertaken. Somebody

 ought to chart the geography of social theory. And coming from a background in classical
 humanities and philosophy, I thought it insane to suppose that there were as many as 80
 different theories. This meant that there was something wrong with the principles of
 classification.

 I made another discovery at the time, that the classifications of theory were so poor that
 nobody was sure how a theorist developed. It was as if every sociological theorist, in
 contrast to people in other fields, was born complete. But life is not that way. People start
 out with a point of view; they work with it; it breaks down; they change their minds. The
 most important theoretical drama of their lives is what caused them to shift from one set of
 suppositions to another. Consequently, not only was a more systematic basis of classifying
 the theorists needed, but the field of theory had to be mapped so that one could chart the
 trajectory of an individual career.

 I worked for more than 10 years rereading the whole field, searching for a more
 satisfactory basis of classification. Nature and Types of Sociological Theory took a field
 that had more than 80 different classifications and reduced them to five and it applied for the
 first time a systematic noncontradictory classification scheme to the entire field.

 Almost immediately after Nature and Types was published, the field began to move
 beyond it and, in the 20 years between 1960 and the 1981 revision of Nature and Types , a
 whole series of new developments appeared. There was a resurgence of conflict theory. For
 the first time, existentialism became a general interest to sociologists and the critical school
 of sociology, the Frankfurt School, aroused interest outside the small clique which devel-
 oped it. By the late 1970's, it was clear that remapping of the landscape or the geography, if
 you will permit this figure of speech, was in order. Basically, the 1981 edition seeks to
 salvage everything that proved to be sound in the 1960 edition and to cover all major trends
 between 1960 and 1980. It remaps the entire field from the standpoint of a system of unified
 coordinates that had been implicit rather than explicit in the 1960 book.

 Mohan: What do you think the future of social theory holds at this point?
 Martindale : What the future holds is never easy to guess. However, it is quite clear that

 there are a number of forces at present which, at least for a time, will tend to create an
 anarchistic situation.

 This, again, is an interesting example of the value of looking at the social matrix out of
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 which ideas come. Events in the 1960's and 1970's tended to fragment theory, rather than
 create a unified vision. In the late 1950's, the cold war was easing, making it possible to
 speak and write publicly about the place of conflict theory and in particular Marxist theory
 in the world and in social thought. In the early 1950's, anyone examining Marx was
 suspected of communism.
 At the same time, the Russians temporarily forged ahead of Americans in the space race.
 When Sputnik startled the world with the realization that the Russians sent a rocket for the
 first time into space, this shocked the scientific and political establishments. It meant that an
 enormous amount of money was to be poured into scientific traineeships, into contract
 research, and into various kinds of publicly supported research projects.
 In the 1960's, the children born in the "baby boom," began to enter the colleges. This
 meant that at the very time new funds available for research and for scientific traineeship
 were shifting the stress away from education and toward research, the educational needs of
 the colleges were growing more demanding. As a result of these contradictory forces,
 graduate education was pulled in the direction of pure research and separated from
 teaching, and undergraduate education was left to go its own way. Undergraduate education
 tended to become ideological, while graduate education tended to lose its humanistic
 perspective, becoming ultrapositivistic. The society of the 1960's, moreover, was about to
 be torn by assassinations (John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, Martin Luther King), the civil
 rights movement, protest of the Vietnam War, the Chicano movement, the American Indian
 movement, the women's movement, and the counterculture revolts. The 1970's and 1980's
 are struggling with the heritage of these contradictory forces.
 I feel that although we in sociology are in a temporarily unpromising period and while
 fragmentation tends to be the rule, in the long run the requirements of the discipline will
 return the field to the road toward more embracing, more comprehensive theoretical
 statements once again.
 Mohan: What do you think is a reason why we are still looking at dissertations by Max
 Weber and by Durkheim? Why are we not producing anything equal to old masters? Is there
 something wrong with our students or is there something wrong with the way we think
 about things? Why have we not produced those kinds of landmark dissertations which we
 are examining time after time after time and always come up with new ideas every time we
 reexamine them?

 Martindale : There is nothing wrong with either our students or professors. It would be
 quite unrealistic to expect each of them to be a new Durkheim or Max Weber. After all, in
 the history of man there was only one Plato, one Aristotle, one Saint Augustine. In the
 history of sociology there was only one Comte, one Hegel, one Marx.

 In the annals of human achievement nothing can quite equal an individual's genius for
 being in the right place at the right time. Little understood combinations of genetics and
 experience seem to endow some individuals with bold, innovating, adventurous minds.
 When the times favor these talents, they flourish. They thrive on new developments, on
 frontiers, on the unsettled situations that accompany revolutions. Saint-Simon, Comte, and
 Hegel, for example, had the kinds of mentalities able to take advantage of the unsettled
 period following the revolutions that ushered in the consolidation of the nation-state with its
 twin impetus toward mass democracy and socialism. The early 19th century saw the
 emergence of great pioneering thinkers in all of the social sciences, not in sociology alone.

 Toward the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries, the work of the
 pioneering social scientists had largely been completed. They had established new disci-
 plines and developed a variety of alternative theories. They had begun to improve the
 empirical tools and methods for the test of theories. The times were ripe for new syntheses.
 If the early global theorists were pioneers, the new global theorists could best be described
 as the classicists. In sociology Durkheim, Tönnies, Max Weber, Pareto, and others belong
 to this period. Nor was this occurring only in sociology. In psychology, for example, Freud,
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 William James, Wundt, and Pavlov are counterparts to the classical theorists in sociology.
 Movements toward synthesis, and the times which favor it, do not begin and end

 abruptly; this is also true of movement toward analysis and specialization. They blur into
 one another. The great synthetic movements which were well under way around the turn of
 the century were beginning to recede in the 1920's. Perhaps someday, the activity of
 Sorokin and Parsons, which began before but continued into the post- World War Two
 period, may be viewed as among the last examples of a declining thrust toward integration
 in a milieu that favored fragmentation and specialization.
 There is no doubt that at present we are in one of the anarchistic epochs of sociology. But

 pressures for synthesis are sure to follow once again. I view Nature and Types- both the
 original and revised editions- as the type of overall mapping operations that seek to discern
 order in chaos. Often such mapping operations precede new epochs of synthesis.
 I am convinced that, quite possibly before 1990 and certainly by the 1990's, the

 pendulum will have swung the other way again and once more we will find people who
 primarily address themselves to integrating the rich findings of funded research and
 discovering the connections among all the different movements which, at present, are
 fragmenting the field.
 Mohan : You mentioned the funded research which proliferated, especially as federal

 funds have been poured into university research. There must be vast amounts of data
 collecting dust on the shelves of professors' offices. What good do you think has come out
 of all this funded research?

 Martindale: Of course, if the data gathered by researchers and funded by the federal
 government ended up only on the shelves in the offices of researchers, they would be
 largely lost to the field as a whole. The research experience, however, would still have
 value as a training ground for researchers. Many graduate students obtain genuine research
 experience on the funded projects of their professors- an experience which is often more
 important than that obtained on their dissertations.
 However, the data gathered from funded research do not remain stacked on shelves and

 filed away in cabinets. For one thing, the funding agencies require reports which become
 parts of collections of government documents. Moreover, grant applications typically
 include items for consultation of experts, for personnel and facilities to process data, for
 secretarial help, and for materials. Persons who have obtained grants, thus, are often in a
 position to obtain and pay for any help they might need in working up data for publication,
 even if they do not themselves possess the skills. Hence, many of the data worked up on
 funded research projects turn up in papers presented at professional meetings, and articles
 in the technical and professional journals. Just about everything that is exploitable for
 publication is fairly certain to be exploited.
 All these mountains of funded research are not in vain: they produce molehills of

 publications.
 Mohan : Do you think that there is a need for someone to sit down and look at all these

 various studies and try to make some sense out of them- to see if they can generate new
 ideas? You know, you mentioned that ideas are important in theorizing. Do you think that
 there is a need for such an activity?
 Martindale : Just looking at all of this material in hopes of finding ideas puts the stress in

 the wrong place. One doesn't find ideas in the way one finds diamonds in South Africa-
 mining thousands of tons of rock in hope of finding a few gems among them. This is not the
 way ideas are developed. Rather, I think what will- what does- happen is that people who
 develop particular interests and are exploring the literature go back and selectively run
 through this material. If they find relevant things, they develop them further.
 However, too much funded research appears to have been undertaken not because people

 had ideas in the first place, but because funds were available. The idea was to climb that
 mountain of federal money because it was there. The only thing that can be said about
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 research of that sort is that whatever value lies in such activity has already been exploited:
 people got time off from teaching and they obtained raises from their universities on the
 grounds that they had funding and could argue they were paying their own way. It remains a
 fundamental principle that one cannot get more out of a project than one is willing to put into
 it in the first place. Unless such research is guided by significant ideas to begin with, it is not
 going to produce much. Even serendipitous discoveries- to use Merton's happy
 terminology- will appear only if ideas are applied that the data prove to be wrong. I fear
 there were tons of wasted effort in much of the funded social science research.

 Mohan : Now a few years ago, I will say starting with the 1970's, theory construction
 became very fashionable and several books on theory construction appeared. Do you think
 that theory construction is a simple process that it can be broken down in the way such
 books seem to suggest?

 Martindale : The significant things in what is called theory construction have always
 been present in scientific procedure. The notion of theory construction is one of the by-
 products of 20th-century positivism, particularly the logical positivism of the Vienna
 School. The major problem to my mind of this particular approach is that it treats the
 problems of theory rather too mechanically.

 One doesn't build theories the way a child at Christmas builds objects out of a Tinker Toy
 set. It is more an organic process of trial and error.

 Ironically, theory construction, which is an application of a relatively limited positivistic
 attitude toward theory, emerged in sociology at a time when positivism had already receded
 into the background in the general development of 20th-century philosophy. C. D. Broad at
 one time observed that all good errors, when they die, migrate to America where they are
 born again as the latest discoveries of the local professors. Theory construction, an offshoot
 of positivistic philosophy of the Vienna School, made its appearance in sociology at a time
 when a large number of philosophers had begun to abandon positivism.

 What is valuable in theory construction is the attention it calls to the problem of the
 logical status of the ideas in their relation to one another and the fundamental problem of
 how the transition is made from the ideas in a theory to the world of fact to which they apply.

 Mohan : Now Hans Zetterberg, whom I am sure you are familiar with, had a book on
 Theory and Verification in Sociology and he breaks down theory into component parts. He
 takes, for example, Durkheim's theory of suicide and breaks it down into neat propositions.
 Can you tell us what these various parts are? What do you think of that kind of approach?

 Martindale : Are you aware of the fact that Hans Zetterberg was at one time a student in
 my theory classes at Minnesota?

 Mohan : I was not.

 Martindale : Hans Zetterberg was a student in the early 1950's in the Minnesota so-
 ciology department. Zetterberg may well have heard about the possibilities of applying the
 principles of theory construction developed by the positivists to sociology for the first time
 in my theory class.

 Mohan : I didn't know that he was your student.
 Martindale : One series of lectures in my analytical theory course was devoted to theory

 construction in which I pointed out that one of the dominant approaches in the 20th century
 to scientific ideas had been made by the logical positivists who generally described this
 approach as theory construction. Among other things, I pointed out that there was much of
 value in this approach. It encouraged one to pay particular attention to the logical interrela-
 tions of ideas and to the problem of making them empirically operational. One way, for
 example, of clarifying a conceptual framework was to look at it from the standpoint of the
 most economical way of putting ideas together into a compact logically acceptable form.
 When one did this, it was often possible to discover repetitions and loose expressions, gaps
 in an argument and contradictions. To illustrate this, I took areas of substantive theory,
 indicating the manner in which its terms and propositions could be ordered. Since most
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 students in Analytical Theory were usually also taking Social Psychology from Arnold
 Rose at the time, and since Rose taught in the symbolic interactionist tradition, I often used
 that as one of my examples. Symbolic interactionism had a number of distinctive concepts:
 attitude, gesture, significant symbol, self, other, generalized other, role taking, and the
 like. It also involved a number of basic propositions, such as the origin of the self in
 communication mediated by significant symbols, the idea that the self was a reflective
 formation, the notion that the "I" and "me" were functional differentiations of the self, and
 so on. It was possible to ask of this scheme: what was the minimum number of basic terms
 necessary for the analysis, what principles were "taken" or axiomatic, which were
 deduced, and so on.
 It was after one of these lectures that Zetterberg came up after class to tell me that I had

 just given the most interesting and relevant lecture in social theory he had ever heard.
 I'm sure that Zetterberg was familiar with the logical positivism of the philosophers, for

 he had come from Sweden, where positivism was popular, to study in the United States. I'm
 sure that he must also have been familiar with positivistic approaches to the philosophy of
 science, for I was familiar with them from my studies in philosophy at the University of
 Wisconsin already in the late 1930's and early 1940's. At the time, moreover, Herbert Feigl
 of the Vienna School was in the Minnesota philosophy department. However, it was my
 impression then that Zetterberg had for the first time heard the suggestion made for the
 application of theory construction and philosophy of science to sociology in my course in
 Analytical Social Theory at the University of Minnesota.
 A few years later, when Zetterberg developed his little book on theory construction,

 some parts of it looked to me as a continuity with the discussion we had earlier at
 Minnesota.

 Mohan : You have produced under your supervision somewhere around 80 Ph.D. stu-
 dents.

 Martindale: Not quite. To date I have had 76 successful Ph.D's.
 Mohan : And you have served on numerous M. A. and Ph.D. committees?
 Martindale : Yes, both in sociology and other disciplines I have served on hundreds. I

 have never kept a record of every committee on which I have served.
 Mohan: What is the most significant thing that you received in return for all the services

 you rendered as an advisor and as a committee member to all of these students?
 Martindale: The most significant thing of all is the satisfaction of being present at the

 growing edge of thought. Members of M.A. and Ph.D. committees are in a small way
 participating in the future. It is a privilege to play a role in the continuity of culture.

 However, I think that when one advises young scholars, there is a further advantage. The
 young are learning new things and working from a different context from that of their
 elders. They are asking questions that are partly the same and partly different from those
 asked earlier. Anyone working with them must keep up with the growth in the field.
 Sometimes the advisor to a Ph.D. , if he takes his job seriously, learns as much or more than
 the young scholars who are completing their degrees under his direction. Graduate advising
 is one way of forcing one's self to stay young.

 Mohan : The last question I would like to ask you is how would you define your own
 approach to social reality. What do you consider your framework?

 Martindale: If one is to teach social theory conscientiously, one can't teach a single point
 of view. Insisting that students accept one's personal theories is sectarian. I have always
 reasoned that equally intelligent people have taken different theoretical positions. Conse-
 quently, I have felt that one never understands a position unless one can see it, so to speak,
 through the eyes of somebody who holds that position. For the same reasons when others
 take positions different from one's own, this can be viewed not as a challenge to one's self
 but rather as a test of the value of one's ideas. The question becomes: Can one understand
 the strengths of another point of view and, at the same time, see the relation between it and
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 one's own? It seems to me that this is the only legitimate position a teacher can take if he is
 both (1) to be completely fair with his students who sometimes hold positions different
 from his own and (2) at the same time, to feel free to develop his own position in whatever
 way he chooses. I have tried to acquaint students at Minnesota with the whole range of
 social theory, while in various books and monographs I have developed my own views.
 My personal preferences have been for a generalized form of social behaviorism. I did

 not invent the term "social behaviorism" but took it over from Charles W. Morris's

 introduction to the volume of George Herbert Mead's lectures, which he edited and called
 Mind , Self y and Society. Herbert Blumer, who later became one of the foremost sponsors of
 a Meadian point of view in the Chicago department of sociology, renamed the tradition
 stemming from Mead as "symbolic interactionism." The term "social behaviorism,"
 which Morris had designed to distinguish Mead's behavioristic approach to social psychol-
 ogy from the behaviorism of J. B. Watson, was thus abandoned.

 When I was working through the materials that became the first edition of Nature and
 Types , I noticed the essential similarity in three traditions developing in America and
 Europe: the tradition developing from Peirce, James, and Mead that Blumer named
 "symbolic interactionism"; the tradition developing from Tarde in France and Giddings in
 America which Giddings in a happy moment called "pluralistic behaviorism"; and the
 position developing from Max Weber in Germany and the institutional economists (J. R.
 Commons, T. Veblen, and others) in America and some others, which Weber had character-
 ized as "social action" theory. Since these three traditions differed only in terminology and
 the stress on one or other components of the same sort of analysis, I adopted Morris's term
 "social behaviorism" for them.

 This is where I locate the position I have personally found to be most useful in analyzing
 problems. It is a generalized version of social behaviorism which includes a wide range of
 people extending all the way from Max Weber to John R. Commons to Veblen and to
 George Herbert Mead and the rest of the symbolic interactionists.

 Mohan: So you would describe your sociology, your own sociological thinking, in terms
 of social behaviorism.

 Martindale : Yes. I would describe my general preference as a generalized social beha-
 viorism and have felt free to work with all its subbranches. Symbolic interactionists have
 been excellent on microsociological theory, but Weber and Veblen were interested in
 problems of the development of whole economies and the development of capitalism, the
 development of giant bureaucracies, the development of world religions and so, at that
 point, why should one not prefer a kind of position that would permit one to move freely
 both toward the detailed and microproblems of the symbolic interactionists, but also the
 large-scale comparative problems that were of interest to people like Commons and Veblen
 and Weber? Among modern examples of institutional economists who should be included
 among social behaviorists is John Kenneth Galbraith. He actually belongs at least as much
 to sociology as he does to economics. Since there are a lot of traditional economists who
 would be glad to get rid of Galbraith, sociologists should welcome him to the fold as I tried
 to do in the second edition of Nature and Types.

 Mohan: As you know, Dr. Wilke and I describe you as a critical realist in our book.
 How do you respond to that?

 Martindale: Critical realism is a good term and possibly, had the term been more popular
 at the time I was developing my own views, I might have taken it over rather than the term
 social behaviorist for myself. The term "critical realism" was domesticated among the
 philosophers, the social scientists, historians, and social psychologists. If one examines the
 positions that persons who were described as "critical realists" hold, one will find that they
 include the people who were founders of symbolic interactionism and various related
 views. So the term "critical realism" was a very appropriate selection for your book. What
 it does in the context of the book Critical Realism and Sociological Theory , edited by you
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 and Arthur Wilke, is to call attention to the philosophical matrix of social behaviorism, a
 matrix broader than sociology proper.
 Mohan : Thank you very much, Professor Martindale, for allowing me to conduct this

 interview with you.
 Martindale : You are very welcome, Professor Mohan. It has been a pleasure to talk to

 you.
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